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Startup

List of Checks and Inspections

When starting up new equipment, or following lengthy downtime, a general check takes just a few 

minutes. Such a check will remove all risk of a malfunction due to error or oversight.

NOTE: The switchboard must be powered down before carrying out any checks and tests.

The table below indicates the checks and inspections to be performed according to the event:

A: Insulation and Dielectric Strength Tests.

Insulation and dielectric strength tests are carried out before the switchboard is delivered. These tests 

are subject to the currently applicable standards. 

Dielectric strength tests impose great stress on the equipment and may even destroy it if they are not 

rigorously performed, and in particular: 

The value used for the test voltage reduces according to the number of consecutive tests on the same 

piece of equipment

It may be necessary to disconnect electronic equipment

NOTE: Micrologic trip units do not need to be disconnected, even if equipped with voltage measurement 

(ENVT option).

A B C D E F

Prior to startup

Periodically during operation, see Regular Preventive Maintenance, 

page 131.

After carrying out work on the switchboard

Periodically during lengthy downtime

Following lengthy downtime

Following lengthy downtime and modification to the switchboard

A Insulation and dielectric strength tests

B Inspection of the switchboard

C Compliance with the diagram

D Inspection of mechanical equipment

E Mechanical operation

F Check of electronic trip units and Vigi modules

CAUTION
RISK OF EQUIPMENT DAMAGE

Only a trained specialist is authorized to carry out insulation and dielectric strength tests.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.
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A: Insulation and Dielectric Strength Tests on Vigi Modules

Vigi modules are electronic devices which do need to be disconnected before dielectric tests.

Disconnecting Vigi modules (diagram 1):

A Vigi module is disconnected automatically by removing the protective cover for the connections on the 

front. 

Reconnecting Vigi modules (diagram 2):

Following dielectric tests, it is essential to put the protective cover for the connections back in place.

If the cover is not put back in place:

There is a risk of direct contact with connections

Protection of people against electrical risks due to a ground fault is no longer guaranteed downstream

B: Inspection of the Switchboard

Check that the circuit breakers are installed: 

In a clean environment where no waste has been left behind from assembling the equipment (wiring, 

tools, shavings, metallic particles, etc.)

In a properly ventilated switchboard (unobstructed ventilation grilles)

C: Compliance with the Diagram

Check that the circuit breakers comply with the installation diagram (see Identification of Compact NSX 

Circuit Breakers, page 12): 

Identification of the feeds on the front of the circuit breakers

Rating and breaking capacity (indications on the rating plate)

Identification of the trip units (type, rating)

Presence of additional functions (Vigi earth leakage protection module, motor mechanism, rotary 

handle, control or indication auxiliaries, locking, sealing)

Protection settings (overload, short-circuit, earth leakage):

Thermal-magnetic and Micrologic 2 electronic trip unit: visually check the position of the switches

Micrologic 5 and 6 electronic trip units: visually check the main settings and use the maintenance 

interface to check in detail

NOTE: In the case of Compact NSX circuit breakers fitted with a Vigi module, check for the presence of 

the intermediate terminal shield, without which the earth leakage protection will not work (see below).

CAUTION
RISK OF EQUIPMENT DAMAGE

Disconnect the protective cover on the front of the Vigi module.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.

DANGER
HAZARD OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, EXPLOSION, OR ARC FLASH

Apply appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and follow safe electrical work practices.

This equipment must be installed and serviced by qualified electrical personnel.

Disconnect all power sources before performing maintenance inspections.

Assume that all circuits are live until they are completely de-energized, tested, grounded and tagged. 

Consider all sources of power, including the possibility of backfeeding and control power.

Always use a properly rated voltage sensing device to confirm power is off.

Replace all devices, doors and covers before turning on power to this equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.
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D: Inspection of Mechanical Equipment

Check the mounting and mechanical strength:

Of circuit breakers in the switchboard and of power connections

Of auxiliaries and accessories on the circuit breakers:

Rotary handles or motor mechanisms

Installation accessories (terminal shields, escutcheons, etc.)

Auxiliary circuit connections

E: Mechanical Operation

Check the circuit breaker mechanical operation (see Description of the Compact NSX Circuit Breaker, 

page 9):

Opening

Closing

Tripping with the push to trip button

Resetting

F: Operation of Electronic Trip Units and Vigi Modules

Check that the following are working correctly:

Micrologic electronic trip units, with the aid of special testing tools:

External battery

Configuration and maintenance module

Vigi modules, by operating test button T on the front (this test checks the whole measurement system 

and guarantees tripping on earth leakage fault)

Communication via the bus (see ULP system - User manual)


